
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES FOR Wordpress, Woocommerce & Android

We offer fair pricing. Cost of development + 25% fixed service fee = Your Quote

IIR is a leading open source enterprise resource planning software

We take care of your technology requirements, so you can focus on what you're good at. Be it a cms

website, an online store, any custom web or mobile applications - we have helped many businesses 

like yours.

Projects we work on every day include: Customized wordpress & drupal themes and plugins for 

cms, elearning, media websites. Integrated woocommerce based online stores, market place. 

Building custom mobile applications using android, iOS. All things maintenance (e.g. Performance, 

Optimization, Security, Hosting, Cloud , Storage). 
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Why IIR

Handpicked developers based in Chennai, India. Fair pricing - cost of development + 25% fixed 

service fee = Your Quote. Hourly rates for development range from USD $7 - $20 per hour. 

Development estimation will be based on project scope, complexity and urgency. 

The fixed service fee, covers your satisfaction guarantee and all others comforts of being a client. 

Money back guarantee - should we ever not satisfy your needs. Prompt response - dedicated online 

support desk 24/7. 

Checkout IIR Features for more information

IIR on The Cloud

Convenient. Comprehensive. Flexible. Low Cost.

Aptean is the first to deliver enterprise-class ERP software available on Amazon's proven Elastic 

http://indiainternetready.com/dev/tp2016/web_and_mobile_development/features/


Compute Cloud (EC2). With Compiere running on the Cloud, enterprises of all sizes can leverage 

this deployment option and the convenience of Amazon's on-demand computing services.

Frequently Asked Questions

Why should I hire a professional web design company to design my website? 

Website a new sales channel to your business which works 24 hours a day 7 days week irrespective 

of whether you are on vacation or busy with something. When you open an office or showroom, did

you do all of the interior decoration by yourself or some one with no-brand? I am sure you spend lot

of resources and got it done in the right way by highly qualified professionals. 

Why should I hire a professional copywriter to write content for my website? 

Yes, you can do it yourself or get it done in-house if you feel you are able to accomplish the things 

listed here on getting successful on the Internet. However, we strongly suggest enlisting the talents 

of a professional. 

What software does indiainternetready.com use to design, test and deploy websites? 

For Web design, we use Macromedia Dreamweaver. Dreamweaver generates very clean HTML 

code that meets W3C validation standards compared to other products. In addition, we also use 

several in-house developed software to fine tune the code and to make sure it meets our company 

web design standards. For Web graphics, we use Adobe Photoshop, Macromedia Fireworks and 

Macromedia Flash, because they provide clear, compressed graphics that load fast so as not to keep 

your visitors waiting. Unlike the competition and freelance web designers, we use all licensed 

software. 

How long does it take to design a website for my business? 

It varies from website to website based on the requirement. In the initial consultation, we will 

provide you the timeline estimates for your project. 

Once you complete website design, who owns the Website? 

Once the final payment is received, you will receive 100% ownership of your Website. We will 

make all the files including PSD files available for you for download. If your website is large and 

file sizes are very large, we will mail you a CD with all the files. 

IIR Professional Services

At Tenth Planet, We take care of your technology requirements, so you can focus on what you're 

good at. Be it a cms website, an online store, any custom web or mobile applications - we have 

helped many businesses like yours.

Customized wordpress & drupal themes and plugins for cms, elearning, media websites. Integrated 

woocommerce based online stores, market place. Building custom mobile applications using 

android, iOS. All things maintenance (e.g. Performance, Optimization, Security, Hosting, Cloud , 

Storage). 



IIR proof of value

Proof of Value (POV) is defined as "evidence which demonstrates that IIR fits the business 

requirements vice versa". This powerful exercise helps to "educate and influence your business to 

implement a solution or process". 

Tenth Planet offers you with a powerful methodology to make sure you meet your business solution

expectations, using creative approach and wide technology expertise with the POV service. We 

improve the product with our services on POV for new requirements. Our POV Services are 

intended to demonstrate the value statements and Return on Investment (ROI) for the proposed 

project.

Proof of Value Highlights

• Live demo with Expert Assistance 

• Case Studies 

• Comparisons of Edition 

• Free Trail on Cloud 

• Business Process Blueprint 

• Fit Gap Reports 

• Proof of Concept in 4 weeks 

• Estimation and Proposal 

IIR Implementation

Tenth Planet IIR experts use a proven implementation methodology to control costs, minimize 

disruption, and streamline the process, so your go-live is successful and guarantee in 90 days. Our 

consultants can assume complete control of your implementation or guide your internal team 

through the structured IIR implementation process. After the go-live, Tenth Planet IIR consultants 

can help you optimize system performance in all key areas, including production, distribution, 

finance, and customer relationship management.

IIR custom development services leverage the flexible architecture of the IIR solution and make it 

possible for customers to request software modifications, custom-written reports, or data-integration

services to enhance how their solution addresses unique business challenges.

Highlights

• 90 days Implementation Go Live 

• Application Customization 

• Application Integration 

• Application Extension 

• Performance Tuning 

• Testing 

• Bug Fixes and Service Packs 

• Enhancement Support 

• Documentation 

• Training 



• Project Management 

IIR Support

IIR’s Migration Management solution enables you to migrate to a newer version of the IIR 

platform, while preserving all customizations, extensions and transaction data in the version you are

using. Tenth Planet implementation consultants also can provide help in identifying innovative ways

to use the IIR solution. All Tenthplanet custom development projects are conducted using tested 

philosophies and methodologies.
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IIR Enterprise Cloud Edition

Tenth Planet offers Cloud services for IIR solutions that provide customers with a quick, low-risk 

way to take advantage of advanced software solution capabilities. By using the Amazon EC2 Cloud 

option, you can leverage state-of-the-art functionality without an upfront investment of time and 

money in computer servers and software.

With IIR on the Cloud, you use a secure instance of the IIR dedicated for your use. Unlike a 

Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) deployment where you share a hosted instance of a solution and 

database with other customers, IIR on the Cloud offers you greater flexibility to customize and 

upgrade the solution in a way that meets your specific requirements. Tenth Planet is committed to 

managing IIR on Cloud to suit customer requirements. 

Highlights

• Per user license subscription 

• Low monthly investment 

• Managed services 

• Single point of contact 

• On demand customization 

• Ready to use integration 

• Seamless upgrades 

• Secured Private instance 

• Support desk 24/7 



• Transparent Service Delivery 

Contract Agreements

MOU, NDA, MSA, SOW FOR 4D and O&S, these are the only contract documents for any project 

for any customer, we can template them and keep them all available online editable and ready to 

submit for a new customer. 

Business Requirement Specification

We bring all the Documents, Videos, Images, Spreadsheets, PDF, etc whatever the customer has 

sent to us/given to us/collected by us into this single folder for the entire duration of the project 

Work Breakdown Structure

We maintain all the requirements during 4D and tickets during O&S(Operations & Support) into 

our "Incident Management - Service Support Desk" software and bring all the requirements 

[4D/O&S] into a single place with each requirement marked as Task, assigned to a person, 

estimated/actual hours/dates, release/milestone/iteration/sprint, and also category of incident [SR – 

Support Request ,CR – Change Request ,ER- Enhancement Request], that is during 4D or O&S. 

Software Requirement Specification

We keep one single WIKI format and bring all the Functional specifications, Technical 

specifications, Test cases, Meeting notes, all related to the Scope of requirements for the project into

a single document with same name (different versions) and merge all the loose end documents into 

one big single document called "SRS" 

Source Control Management

We always ensure the latest source code for DEV/UAT/PREPROD/PRODUCTION environment is 

kept very securely and versioned/labeled and marked. Every Friday we can do a full build for any 

project and ensure we are not playing with single class level byte code/script insertions, etc. 

Release Guide

All release related documents [ eg: Notes, User guide, Dev guide, Admin guide, SOP, How-to-

videos, Environment guide, etc] in one single WIKI and keep it always the same name and different

version and keep updating the same document. 

Acceptance Certificate

We ensure for every project for every release gets the UAT sign off, GO LIVE sign off, Time-sheet 

sign off and ensure they are all 100% approved by customer always and kept safely online. 

WORDPRESS

WordPress is an online, open source website creation tool written in PHP. But in non-geek speak, 

it's probably the easiest and most powerful blogging and website content management system (or 

CMS) in existence today.WordPress is installed on a web server that is either part of an Internet 

hosting service or a network host in its own right and it is of high value today.



Some of the important and highly incredeble features of the wordpress which we use in our day to 

day basis are as listed below:

• Not everyone requires the same access to your website. Administrators manage the site, 

editors work with content, authors and contributors write that content. 

• You quickly and easily upload images and media to WordPress. Drag and drop your media 

into the uploader to add it to your website. We’ve even added a few image editing tools. 

• WordPress is optimized for search engines right out of the box. For more fine-grained SEO 

control, there are plenty of SEO plugins to take care of that for you. 

WORDPRESS FEATURES

WordPress is a powerful semantic publishing platform, and it comes with a great set of features 

designed to make your experience as a publisher on the Internet as easy, pleasant, and appealing as 

possible. We are proud to offer you a freely distributed, standards-compliant, fast, light, and free 

content management system, with sensible default settings and features, and an extremely 

customizable core and it can be customized very well.

CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

We're now living in a content driven world. That means if you want to connect with your customers,

you have to regularly deliver fresh information. Your blog and website are a key part of your 

content delivery efforts. Basically, a blog and site that you control is your best marketing tool. But 

managing a business site is different from running a hobby blog.

Some of the important features of the Content Management System which we use in our day to day 

basis are as listed below:

• Managing roles for editors, contributors and others,including notifications to 

files,administering multiple sites if necessary,adding functionality through modules and 

plugins. 

• A great CMS will have built in SEO tools to help you automatically create URLs that work 

for both readers and search engines.It should also help your search engine results look better.

• Tracking what’s happening with your content in terms of views, shares and navigating your 

site is an essential part of carrying out your content strategy. 

CMS FEATURES

Just as the content you publish is the backbone of your interaction with your key customers and 

audience, publishing tools are the core of any CMS. A good CMS will adapt to the type of content 

you want to publish – everything from short news items to longer articles – and integrate this into 

an overall publication workflow. It will also handle SEO, tag content, add images and multimedia 

and more from within the publishing interface.



MEDIA MANAGEMENT

The WordPress Media Library is essentially a directory of every single media file that has been 

uploaded to your website (whether it is ultimately published or not). Media files include images, 

videos, audio files and even documents. Regardless of where you upload the media to your site, it 

will show up in the library from where you can view, edit and can manage it.

Some of the important and highly incredeble features of the Media management which we use in 

our day to day basis are as listed below:

• Use your mouse to drag and drop your files.You can do operations your folders.If you want 

to select an image from the “Select an image”-dialog you can filter when inserting media. 

• Image file size is important for a number of reasons, and fortunately, it is possible to 

compress images with little to no noticeable difference. 

• The Media Library Screen allows us to edit, view, and delete Media previously uploaded to 

our blog. Multiple Media objects can be selected for deletion. 

MEDIA MANAGEMENT FEATURE

A picture says a thousand words, which is why it is important for you to be able to quickly and 

easily upload images and media files to WordPress. Drag and drop your media into the uploader to 

add it to your website. Add alt text, captions, and titles, and insert images into your content. We 

have even added a few image editing tools with which you can have fun. 

WOOCOMMERCE

WooCommerce is a free eCommerce plugin that allows us to sell anything, beautifully. Built to 

integrate easily with WordPress, WooCommerce is the world’s favorite eCommerce solution that 

gives both store owners and developers complete control. With endless flexibility and access to 

hundreds of free and premium WordPress extensions, WooCommerce now powers 30% of all online

stores.

Some of the important and highly incredeble features of the woocommerce which we use in our day

to day basis are as listed below:

• WooCommerce is built to integrate with WordPress,making it the obvious eCommerce 

choice for existing users and connecting you to the fast-growing WordPress ecosystem. 

• From real products and digital downloads to subscriptions, content and even your time, 

you'll be able to set up a WooCommerce store to sell worldwide (or by country, as you 

wish). 

• WooCommerce is audited by Sucuri,the industry leader in plugin security,to ensure that it 

adheres to WordPress practices & coding standards, and is kept secure and up-to-date. 

WOOCOMMERCE FEATURES

WooCommerce is designed to mesh fluidly with the current trends of the default WordPress themes 

- keeping your store design modern and in-line with current design trends.Our admin settings are 



structured to be used easily on hand-held devices and can update your store on the move.Great 

brands are built on publishing and content and WooCommerce is built on WordPress which means 

you can integrate eCommerce with the wordpress.

E-LEARNING

WordPress forayed into the Learning Management System scene around early 2010s, not long after 

establishing itself as a dominant web publishing tool. The idea of using a CMS like WordPress as a 

platform to develop eLearning websites can be conceptualized as a LCMS - Learning Content 

Management System and later turned into full fledged LMS.

Some of the important and highly incredeble features of the LMS which we use in our day to day 

basis are as listed below:

• WordPress, being a more contemporary ecosystem, offers tremendous ease of access and a 

modern user interface as compared to the complexity of standalone systems. 

• The internet is a place where the phrase “don’t judge a book by its cover” does not apply.It 

will always, gauge your website in terms of design and user experience, no matter how great

the content. 

• One of the USPs of WordPress is that it can be modeled as a powerful business & marketing 

tool with high returns on investment.An added advantage would be the level of scalability. 

E-LEARNING FEATURES

Despite being relatively new to the eLearning picture, the WordPress Learning Management System

niche is catching up with the big players and it’s catching up fast. An ever increasing number of 

education entrepreneurs are opting for WordPress as their choice of platform to build their 

eLearning sites.It has many incredible features and it is mainly used due to its ease of access and 

simplicity.

RESPONSIVENESS

Responsive themes follow the responsive web design approach which aims to create websites that 

offer optimal user experience across various devices and screen resolutions including desktop 

computers, tablets such as iPad, smartphones and other mobile devices. A responsive WordPress 

theme smoothly adjusts its layout based on the screen size and resolution.

Some of the important and highly incredeble functions of the responsiveness which we use in our 

day to day basis are as listed below:

• Responsive themes offer better readability and usability on smaller screens such as smart 

phones. It also prevents you from creating a device specific mobile version. 

• A growing number of people are accessing internet through tablets & 

smartphones.Responsiveness allows a site to be viewed on various devices without using 

additional themes or plugins. 

• A responsive WordPress theme smoothly adjusts its layout based on the screen size and 

resolution.It prevents you from creating a device specific mobile version.. 



RESPONSIVENESS FEATURES

At its most fundamental, responsive design is about giving your site a responsive layout: one that 

adjusts according to the screen width.Adding media queries to your stylesheet to change the CSS 

for certain screen widths. For example, if your site has a sidebar on the right, you could use a media

query to move it below the main content on smaller screens, as otherwise it would be too 

narrow.This is responsiveness.
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Why should I hire a professional web design company to design my website? 

Website a new sales channel to your business which works 24 hours a day 7 days week irrespective 

of whether you are on vacation or busy with something. When you open an office or showroom, did

you do all of the interior decoration by yourself or some one with no-brand? I am sure you spend lot

of resources and got it done in the right way by highly qualified professionals. 

Why should I hire a professional copywriter to write content for my website? 

Yes, you can do it yourself or get it done in-house if you feel you are able to accomplish the things 

listed here on getting successful on the Internet. However, we strongly suggest enlisting the talents 

of a professional. 

What software does indiainternetready.com use to design, test and deploy websites? 

For Web design, we use Macromedia Dreamweaver. Dreamweaver generates very clean HTML 

code that meets W3C validation standards compared to other products. In addition, we also use 

several in-house developed software to fine tune the code and to make sure it meets our company 

web design standards. For Web graphics, we use Adobe Photoshop, Macromedia Fireworks and 

Macromedia Flash, because they provide clear, compressed graphics that load fast so as not to keep 

your visitors waiting. Unlike the competition and freelance web designers, we use all licensed 

software. 

How long does it take to design a website for my business? 

It varies from website to website based on the requirement. In the initial consultation, we will 



provide you the timeline estimates for your project. 

Once you complete website design, who owns the Website? 

Once the final payment is received, you will receive 100% ownership of your Website. We will 

make all the files including PSD files available for you for download. If your website is large and 

file sizes are very large, we will mail you a CD with all the files. 

When I place my website design order, who will I be working with? 

Once you place the web design order, customer service representative will be in touch you. Project 

Manager for your project also will also work with you closely. Account executive will be in contact 

with you all the time. 

What kind of guarantee do you offer on my web design order? 

We completely guarantee our design work. After viewing the initial draft(s), if you are not satisfied 

and we offer revisions based on your feedback. If you are not satisfied even after revisions and wish

to discontinue work, we will refund 100% of your deposit. Please note that, all the work done by us 

until that point is owned by us and you can not use it in any manner without our explicit permission.

Once the website is complete, can I update it myself?

Yes, you own the website and you can make changes at any time if you wish. You need to have a 

licensed copy of a Web design software and know how to transfer files to and from your live 

website (which are included in our website hosting setup documentation that is sent to you at the 

time of hosting). 

What is your payment policy and what type of payments do you accept? 

We receive 100% of your estimated total as a deposit prior to beginning work. We accept check, 

online transfer to our bank account and all popular credit cards including Visa, Mastercard, 

Discover, American Express through Google Checkout and PayPal as well. 

Website content - what do I put on my website? 

What would depend on the goals of your web site. If you run a business website you would include 

as much information about your products or services that your customers would need to purchase 

from you. We will discuss with you in detail about this and guide you at the time of signing up for 

services. 

What is a page layout? 

Page layout is the geometry of a page. It will help us to define how many regions will appear and 

how they are visually organized. 

What about payment gateway and shipping integration on eCommerce websites? 

We can integrate the most common payment gateways (PayPal, Google Checkout) on our 

eCommerce websites, however you might have a specific request and it might take some time to 

study that specific case. We are open to discuss with you and help you during the integration 

process. It may impact the amount of time we initially defined at the start of the project. 
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